OVER MY DEAD BODY

A millennial woman is haunted by the ghost of her almost-ex-girlfriend who she
accidentally killed in the midst of a breakup…and who is determined to help
her become a better person, even if it’s the last thing she ever does.
…Which it is.

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Originally from Australia, now based in LA, Tamiah Bantum is a professional actor, director and filmmaker, best
known for her roles on Please Like Me, Feedback and WAR, which she also wrote and directed. As an actor, she works
primarily in film and motion capture, with skills in hand-to-hand combat, tactical weapons and swords.
Tamiah trained at the State University of New York and Curtin University in Australia, graduating with two BFA's in
acting & film. Since then, she has trained with Chum Ehelepola of Sydney Actors Collective LA, TJ Storm, Brandin
Elmore & Terence Rotolo of Mind's Eye Tribe Action Actors' Academy and Richard Dorton of The Mocap Vaults.
When she's not in front of the camera, Tamiah can be found directing and DP'ing narrative films, music videos and
commercials with her team at Young One Studio. In 2019, she was recognized for her work on the short films WAR
and Connected with two awards at The LA Collaboration Filmmakers Challenge.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Finding closure after a break-up could be considered one of the unsolved mysteries of the universe. Do you wallow
in self-pity and despair, take solace in the fact that your bff says you’ll be better off without them, or get blind drunk
and wake up next to someone who’s name you can’t remember? OVER MY DEAD BODY presents a fourth, albeit
uncommon option.
Our film explores one of the issues plaguing every millennial’s daily life…never being able to actually commit to
anything, including separating from your girlfriend, who you may have accidentally killed. What drew me to this
project as a director was the natural, mumblecore style of the dialogue and wonderfully refreshing LGBTQ story that
mirrors so many relationships we can all relate to. As a queer woman of color I love being given the opportunity to
bring the stories less told to life. There is so much to be found in the mundane day-to-day of a ghost and her expartner, seen through the lens of a relationship that was already crumbling and is now stuck in limbo.
Joey Ally’s Partners and Christine Jeff’s Sunshine Cleaning have been referenced for tone and mood in OVER MY
DEAD BODY, in line with the hyper-natural style of the script. Shooting in mostly natural light with the aim of using a
subtly-dressed set and long camera takes, to allow the action to play out in a snapshot-of-life style, adding to the
comedy and ridiculousness of Ally and Anneliese’s situation. OVER MY DEAD BODY aims to shine a light on what
comes after, if after never left.
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PRODUCER’S BIO
Originally from the ‘subrural' town of Derwood, Maryland, which is exactly as glamorous as it sounds, Ally is a
modern triple threat actor, writer, and producer. She has worked on stage in productions like “Jekyll & Hyde” where
she portrayed four different characters with just as many dialects, as well as on screens big and small including
shows like NCIS: Los Angeles, American Housewife, Criminal Minds, and Days Of Our Lives.
Ally makes an appearance in Nicole Conn's newest feature film Nesting Doll starring French Stewart, Bruce Davison
and Brooke Elliot, the mockumentary feature Like: The Miseducation of Lil Tito, and as a lead opposite Ray Wise and
Bonnie Bedelia in the feature film Life On The Rocks.
She has spoken on numerous panels about gender parity and intersectional, inclusive feminism and does her best
to align herself with work that has an eye on advocacy. Her internationally award-winning film Wedlocked, an LGBTQ
comedy about gay divorce written by American Psycho's Guinevere Turner and starring Shelli Boone, Showtime's
Whitney Mixter and Academy Award nominated, Golden Globe and Spirit Award winning actor Sally Kirkland,
toured at over 45 film festivals worldwide securing digital, broadcast and theatrical distribution.
Most recently she can be seen in the feature film Solver, hosting the new plant-based food travel show The Road
Less Eaten, and starring opposite Lake Bell, Amy Landecker, Michaela Watkins, Rob Huebel, Jeff Garlin and others in
her gender parity comedy series Flip The Script, which is being produced in partnership with Women In Film. Ally is
in active development on three original scripted series and resides in Santa Monica with the hard-won knowledge
that The Answer to Life, the Universe and Everything is 42.
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PRODUCER’S BIO
Annelise Dekker-Hernandez is a comedian, writer, and actress living in Los Angeles. She left her native city of
Chicago at 18 to attend the University of Southern California's film production program, and has become helpless
when the temperature drops below 55 degrees ever since.
Her work can be seen on Macaulay Culkin's new parody lifestyle website BunnyEars.com, on Funny or Die, and in
real-life at standup comedy venues around Los Angeles. She has served as producer on two feature films,
including We Don't Belong Here, an independent family drama starring Catherine Keener, that was released by
Sony in 2016.
Annelise's current projects include Please Help Me, a multi-cam sitcom pilot about two college roommates
struggling with depression that was a finalist for Lena Waithe and Eva Longoria's Macro Episodic Lab. The pilot's first
draft was completed as part of UCLA's professional program for TV Writing: Comedy Track. She was named one of
the Palm Springs International Comedy Festival's "Top 10 Comics to Watch" in 2018.
She recently completed a year as a mentee in Women in FIlm's Mentorship Circle program, where she met
fellow multi-hyphenate Ally Iseman. Together, they co-wrote and co-starred in Over My Dead Body.
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CAST
Ally Iseman (NCIS: Los Angeles, American Housewife, Criminal Minds)
as ALLY

Annelise Dekker-Hernandez (Love Struck)
as ANNELISE
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CREW
Directed by
Written by
Produced by
Cinematographer
TT Editor
Key Makeup Artist
Sound Mixer
Gaﬀer
Still Photographer
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Tamiah Bantum
Ally Iseman, Annelise Dekker-Hernandez
Ally Iseman, Annelise Dekker-Hernandez
Maty Young
Maty Young
Megan Williams
Christine McAuliﬀe
Andrew Fewsmith
Robert Sud

click for IMDB

ANNELISE DEKKER-HERNANDEZ
WRITER | PRODUCER

(773) 396-1201
annelisedekker@gmail.com

ALLY ISEMAN
WRITER | PRODUCER

(301) 792-6879
allyiseman@gmail.com

